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wo series 
These are Miró's Sobreteixims 
and Sacks. Sobreteixim is  an old 
Catalan word for a small piece of fabric 
used to patch another, larger piece. It's 
an appropriate term for the objects 
Miró is  presenting now, which however 
much they may look like them aren't 
exactly collages or tapestries. As for 
the Sacks, they are in fact sacks, but 
artfully elaborated. 
A human basis 
The point of departure of the Sobretei- 
xims is  the idea of chance as something 
enriching, and an approach like that of 
Peiwoh before the harp, the Japanese 
musician who astounded his audience 
by letting the harp play by itself. Miró 
starts with a human reality, the neutral 
tapestry prepared by the young crafts- 
man Royo using different materials and 
stitches. 
On a warp of iute, he weaves a varie- 
gated pattern, jute woven in shades of 
pink with the stitch known as "millet- 
seed"; green esparto knotted with 
white cotton; large rings of hempen 
rope; pieces of cloth tied together, and 
also twisted or else plaited string. The 
different materials give the whole struc- 
ture a texture crossed sometimes ver- 
tically, in the large pieces, sometimes 
horizontally. 
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Provoking chance 
From this human starting point, with its 
historical charge, its connotations of the 
age-old work of men, in the home, on 
the backs of mules, or in the fabric of 
tents or carts, Miró summons chance in 
the form of fire. He pours petrol over 
this labour of wisdom and patience, 
and sets light to it. Then, using brooms 
soaked in water, he sets about limiting 
the spread of the destruction. The result 
is a new tapestry, enriched by the burnt 
patches, blackened threads, holes, 
tears ... which give it a sinister appea- 
rance. 
Patches o f  colour 
Then Miró the sorcerer appears and 
begins his labour of love, thinking, car- 
ing, mending. With a large pair of scis- 
sors he cuts out pieces of brightly- 
coloured felt and sows them on over or 
behind the holes, the tears and the 
charred edges. When they cover the 
holes, sown on with the large stitches of 
a soldier or sailor, the outline is clearly 
visible and doesn't hide the brutality of 
the inspired scissor-work. When they're 
behind the hole, they look out at us 
mysteriously. Sometimes they exceed 
their function as patches and cover 
each other or cascade downwards, with 
a range of connotations going from 
rags to flags. 
The order of the colours he uses isn't 
arbitrary. First Miró cuts out red, with the 
sole intention of responding to the stim- 
ulus of the black created by the fire. 
Once the red is in place, he starts play- 
ing with blue. The blue will reply to the 
green, and finally the yellow will have 
the last say. 
Sometimes, very rarely, violet plays a 
part. Miró says it's only as a compensa- 
tion for some of the excesses of the 
yellow. For example, in the Sobreteixim 
of the large fish. 
Witnesses 
The daily operation after the weaving, 
burning and patching consists in sticking 
different obiects onto this support. Here 
we enter a strange world. As well as 
fabrics, Miró had also, a long time ago, 
used bits of burnt paper to make col- 
lages. But the Sobreteixims have obiects 
attached that are neither iconographic 
nor textual elements, but documents 
that round off the reference to an act 
that has taken place, the very act of 
constructing the work, because they are 
in fact the same plastic buckets that 
have been used to hold the water or 
paint, the scissors used in the cutting 
out, the brooms used for painting, balls 
of string and skeins of coloured wool 
that have played their part in the work, 
the tin the nails are kept in, and so on. 
These objects are respected for what 
they are. These are not the metamor- 
phoses of Surrealism, but an objective 
presence, more real than the commercial 
real of Pop and as conceptual as Con- 
ceptual, since it tells us about an act. 
These objects remain intact, complete 
with their original manufacturer's or re- 
tailer's labels. There are even price la- 
bels: a 12 peseta broom, a high quality 
"Mik" bucket. 
Writing 
The fifth operation consists in drawing 
large black lines on the clean or empty 
surfaces between the burn marks, the 
felt patches or the attached obiects. 
Generous curves which are simply the 
marks of sweeping gestures of the 
arms, cut off by violent interruptions, 
like sword-strokes, or crowned with 
elegant pennants or horns. Other lines 
ebb and flow, cradle each other, back- 
wards and forwards like a rockingchair. 
Sometimes a line doubles back on itself 
and invites the hand to mark a point 
inside the unexpected circle. A large 
eye appears without the artist's having 
intended it. He himself is surprised to 
see it come to life and look. 
Make-up 
The sixth operation consists in black- 
ening some areas with a kind of make-up 
that adds to the effect of the fire. Even- 
tually the make-up spreads, with col- 
ours that are thrown, splashed, drib- 
bled or simply placed. This is  always an 
acrylic copolymer called "La cocotte", 
mixed with water. 
In a reference to sacks, the Sobretei- 
xims often have letters stencilled on 
them, like those used on packaged 
goods. In these cases, Miró also likes 
to attach the stencil itself. 
Adventures in the world of the 
Sobreteixims. 
Visiting the Sobreteixims is fascinating. 
Surprising adventures await us. Here, 
our attention is drawn to a red rectan- 
gle with black smudges on it. There, we 
feel we are caught in the pincer-like 
jaws of a white design, a threatening 
yellow knife-point above us and below 
us a long series of lines presided over 
by a white stripe. A patch of blue floats 
above the dazzling yellow of a twisted 
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piece of felt. Over there, a beautiful 
green looks down on broad white paths 
set amongst red, green and blue frotta- 
ges pierced by a white point. And over 
there, a whitish-green broom-handle 
leads us towards the attraction of two 
white bulges, where bits of yellow and 
blue carry on a dialogue, while every- 
thing is wounded by red. And then we 
see a very pure green between two 
burnt bodies outlined in white; the verti- 
cal yellow line under the dome, the 
large yellow patch, like a fish, branded 
with a black G, wounded by white and 
ringed with blue, watched by green and 
purified by a ray of violet light. We also 
see a series of marks like Chinese cha- 
racters on a sack surrounded by red 
flames, the blue wool falling and the 
wound that opens to reveal an incan- 
descent light. And then there is the dia- 
logue of red and green buckets over 
the writing and many other things; the 
Sobreteixim with a bucket that seems to 
scatter blue around in tattered felt, or 
the large arrangernent of white patches 
with letters and blue darning and sten- 
cils where the violet casts a furtive 
glance through a half-open wound. 
Sacks that are Sacks 
The world of Sacks is another reality, 
parallel to that of the Sobreteixims. 
Their human foundation is  a highly sen- 
sitized feedback. These are specific, 
historical Sacks, with al1 their contex- 
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tual, economic and political reality. 
From the attractive cotton Sacks used 
for "Caribbean" flour, which come from 
Minneapolis and have red and blue em- 
blems of America, to the rough brown 
Sacks made of iute, used for sugar from 
Almeria. 
Sacks as  actors 
Knowing Miró's working methods, we 
can reconstruct the building operation 
on the basis of the results. To look at 
them is to listen to them or to read 
them. 
Take a Sack with two sides to it, which 
was once a Sack full of sugar. A broom 
with a pink plastic ribbon pierces it, 
rising up like a ship's mast and hanging 
down like a tail, giving the Sack a 
somewhat animal-like appearance. A 
piece of blue felt, tied on sideways, 
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takes the form of two lifeless legs. A 
hank of red wool surrounds the whole 
thing like a bow and tassels. The large 
area of cloth with black smudges on it i s  
presided over by blue. On the other 
side, the green is  surrounded by an 
energetic scrawl. In the case of a torn 
Sack, the feeling springs from the 
threads that hang from it. In another, a 
patch of scarlet carries on a dialogue 
with bits of humble string. In yet 
another, lines and curves have produ- 
ced a surprising eye. Miró says the eye 
appeared by itself. Beneath it, bits of 
string hang down onto the ground in 
reply to its unexpected gaze. A blue 
string is coiled on a large Sack in reply 
to a patch of red. The red called for its 
presence. Or rather, demanded it. 
From one of the most beautiful Sacks, 
with very precise painting on one side, 
a series of coiled strings hang down 
and slide along the ground, while on 
the other side we are watched by a 
large eye aroused by the strength of 
the red. Farther off, a wounded Sack 
pours out scarlet wool. 
These Sacks are rather like people and 
show a certain ambiguity. One minute 
we see them as victims of the slaughter, 
cut open for gutting, the next as tri- 
umphant pennants, adorned with tro- 
phies, booty and fetishes. 
A long iob 
The Sobreteixims and Sacks are the 
product of long and patient work. Miró 
has been working on them in different 
stages for six months. He does it his 
own way, working on them al1 together. 
All of them at more or less the same 
time have been through the slow cere- 
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mony of burning, patching, sticking on, 
painting, making up ... 
He worked on them with a set of round 
brushes and some flat ones up to 30 
centimetres wide. 
In the morning, Miró would get up early 
and spend the whole morning at his 
work, from half past seven, taking first 
one, then another, and so on. In this 
way his rich orchard of Sobreteixims 
and Sacks al1 ripened together. 
A pause for dinner and a quick nap 
afterwards, iust long enough to restore 
his tranquillity of mind, which is essential if 
he's to carry on during the afternoon. Then 
it was back to work until the evening. 
Sometimes, when a piece seemed to be 
finished, he would suddenly feel the 
need to alter some little detail, streng- 
then something, accentuate a shape, 
complete a broken line or touch up a 
patch of colour. There are two kinds of 
Sobreteixim: those with one side and 
those with two, the same as with the 
Sacks. The one-sided obiects are for 
hanging on the wall and are supported 
on a wooden structure. The others are 
free, flexible, made to be hung from the 
ceiling and float in mid-air, visible from 
both sides. 
Meaning 
The Sobreteixims and Sacks are evi- 
dence of an attitude and an approach. 
They are the work of someone who sets 
out with a certain faith in the autonomy 
of the I and who seeks maximum free- 
dom on a mental level. It's not a ques- 
tion of finding the logical connection 
between things, he doesn't want to give 
an explanation of the world. He accepts 
personal pulsations as basic realities, 
and chance -luck, so to speak- as a 
force to marvel at. Divided by this dou- 
ble acceptation, he lets himself be di- 
rected by pleasure. This isn't anarchy; 
it's respect for spontaneity, a scrupu- 
lous and paradoxically rigorous re- 
spect, rneticulous to the extreme. Plea- 
sure in discovery is his guide, closely 
followed by the pleasure of trampling 
on everyone's prejudices. 
In this way he arrives at a true and 
efficient methodology, and in the pro- 
cess provides us with a very clear image 
of reality, anchored in the historical mo- 
ment. In the age of capitalism and self- 
control, his Sobreteixims and Sacks are 
living manifestations of what we might 
cal1 feedback art, communicating not just 
the energy of his own breath, but also 
the reply -a lightning reaction- to the 
stimuli from the human environment. i 
